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Abstract- Background and Objective:Overloading of web information over internet makes information seeking a 

cumbersome task. Information retrieval needs fine tuning, to overcome this recommendation systems are required. 

Recommendation system are in boom in recent years. In order to make good and quality decisions recommendation 

system plays a vital role.   It helps both service provider as well as the service users. Recommendation systems are crucial, 

it provides a vision to user to see beyond catalog searches. It helps in enhancing the industrial needs according to user 

demands. The aim of this work is to predict the itemset of genres user likely to see. It also evaluate the prediction 

performance of Apriori and FP_Growth for predicting the genre itemset user wishes to see. 

Methods and Results: 

We obtain valid rating dataset collected from MovieLens website.MovieLens 100K database has been used in the 

prediction of movie genres. In order to conduct this recommendation system for predicting the frequently seen genres, 

well established datasets of 1682 movies are used. Each movie in this dataset is categorized under different genres which 

were used in predicting the type of genre user interested to see. In implementation for predicting genre item-set 

frequently seen by user, we have used Apriori and FP_Growth. Making the movie with most recommended genre will 

surely increase revenue for movie industry. It is observed that the efficiency of FP_Growth is more than that of Apriori . 

It is also observed that the FP_Growth has lower time complexity than that of Apriori. 

Keywords – Recommendation System, Apriori, FP_Growth. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Uncontrolled growth of the web information over internet have created overabundance of information which 

obstruct timely access to items. The over loading of information over internet makes the information seeking a 

challenging task. Information retrieval engines such as Google help in finding results for a particular problem but 

guessing game for extracting the most useful information from google result is difficult. Fine tuning like 

prioritization and personalization is required. This problem increases requirement of recommendation system. 

Recommendation system is used as information filtering system which is used to remove information overload. It is 

used to predict user preferences for a particular product or a service based upon user’s feedback and profile. 

Recommendation systems are used to suggest relevant, accurate and transparent information.  

Recommendation systems are crucial to both service providers as well as consumers. Recommendation system helps 

to increases business profit of producer and decreases the time to find best suited product for consumer.  It helps the 

user to see beyond catalog searches. Recommendation systems are adopted in every corner of concern. Goodreads 

abook recommendation site, Netflix and IMDb for predicting movies, there are even recommendation engines for 

clothes, research paper, online queries, restaurants. 

Movie industry is solely dependent on the user interest and preference. Certain data analytics algorithm must be 

applied so as to find the interest of users, which will satisfy both producer and user. Making the movie with most 

recommended genre will surely increase revenue for movie industry. This will ensure the facilities given to users for 

strong base of the movie industry.  Netflix also uses data analytics algorithm to predict the genre of movies and 

specific movies an individual interested to watch next. For this Netflix collect and analyze customer’s preferences 

and demographic data. Netflix has been very fortunate in the last few years. The company not only leads the 

steaming market in the U.S., but expanding its service outside North America along with gaining numerous 

subscribers worldwide. Total revenue of the video streaming site Netflix in 2008 is around 1.36 billion U.S. dollars 

which further increases to 11.69 billion U.S. dollars in 2017. This paper possess a recommendation system to predict 

the genres of movies user prefer to see based upon the other user ratings and preferences with similar kind of 

interest. 
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II.PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

2.1. Materials And Methods 

The need of recommendation system is because of information overloading. Information overloading is negative 

psychology of humans that more information lead to good and precise results. It is quite cumbersome to select best 

product or service on internet over enormous number of items and information.  In order to make good and quality 

decisions recommendation system plays a vital role.  Personalized technologies and recommendation system give 

personalized recommendation reading which information is most relevant to user.  

Recommendation system are classified under three approaches: Collaborative approach, Content-based approach 

and hybrid approach. 

 

2.1.1. Collaborative Filtering: 

Collaborative filtering is a social filtering used to filter information for predictions. Collaborative filtering makes 

recommendations about the preference of a user on a particular thing by collecting information of other users with 

similar taste and interests. For example, if a user wants to see movie, he must ask his friends for          

recommendations. Recommendations of friends who have similar kind of taste are more likely to be preferred by a 

user as compare to the other friends who have different interests and preferences. 

In this approach system will predict the recommendations for a user that whether a particular user likes or dislikes 

certain product or service. Initially user need to rate different items. Based upon other users rating which have 

similar interest with the user, system will recommend new items to user which he haven’t used yet and would prefer 

to user. 

 

2.1.2. Content Based Filtering: 

 Content based is a cognitive filtering. C ontent based approach is used to recommend items which match content of 

item and user characteristics. It does not consider the rating and preferences of other users to recommend an item.  

In this approach the system recommends the items to user that are of similar kind with the items user have liked in 

the past. This approach is totally based on user profile for making predictions. 

 

2.1.3. Hybrid Filtering: 

Hybrid filtering on other hand uses both collaborative filtering as well as content-based filtering. The problems 

associated with collaborative filtering such as sparsity, cold-start, scalability, popularity bias and with content-based 

filtering such as over-specialization, limited content minimize the scope of better predictions. Hybrid filtering is 

used to alleviate and resolve some of these problems. 

Our aim is to identify the preferred genre user interested to see. For this certain data analytics algorithm like Apriori 

and Fp-gowth are used to recommend genre of movies user interested to see. Collaborative filtering has been used to 

implement this algorithm. Genres have been recommended based upon the feedback and rating of other users with 

similar interest in past. 

 

2.2. Data Collection: 

MovieLens 100K database has been used in the prediction of movie genres. GroupLens Research , a research lab at 

the University of Minnesota, provides the rating data sets collected from MovieLens website for research use. The 

data during the seven-month period from September 19th, 1997 through April 22nd, 1998 had been collected. This 

dataset consists of 100,000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users on 1682 movies. Each user has rated at least 20 movies. 

Each movie in this dataset is categorized under different genres which were used in predicting the type of genre user 

interested to see. 

Each movie is categorized under 18 genres that are Action, Adventure, Animation, Children's, Comedy, Crime, 

Documentary, Drama, Fantasy, Film-Noir, Horror, Musical, Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Thriller, War, Western.  1 

depicts that the movie is of that genre, whereas 0 depicts the movie is not of that genre. A movie can have multiple 

genres at a time. 
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This table shows that the movie with movie id 1 is of type Animation, Children’s and Comedy. 

Table -1  Depiction of some movies along with their genre 

 

2.3. Methods: 

In this section we have described the methodology used to predict the genres of the movie. Data from movielens 

dataset is taken for testing the algorithm. The algorithm applies to system comprises of multiple entities: user id, 

movie id, movie ratings and genres corresponding to a movie. The summation of movie genres which the user had 

seen is taken, and all those genres which have summation more than a considered threshold is taken. In our 

algorithm we have taken the value of threshold to be 10, the genres having genre count lesser than the threshold is 

discarded. 

We have used two algorithms i.e. Apriori and Fp-Growth to predict frequent patterns. 

2.3.1. Apriori: 

Apriori algorithm is used to impel frequent item sets from transactional database. If an item set is frequent then it’s 

subset must also be frequent. Association rules analysis is an approach to mine how items are associated and 

frequent to each other. To measure association, we have used two parameters minimum support and confidence. The 

value of minimum support and confidence are set by the user. Minimum support is used as a threshold to determine 

how frequent an item set is. Confidence is implication used to determine how frequently the dataset should come to 

include it as predicted result. 

In our case value of minimum support is 50% and the value of confidence is 60%. 

 

 
Figure 1. Apriori Algorithm Block Diagram 

 

2.3.2. FP-GROWTH: 
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1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

24 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

54  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

253 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

311 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

334 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

358 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

411 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

431 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

490 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
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FP-Growth is an efficient and scalable method to analyze set of frequent patterns. FP-Growth uses simplifies all the 

problems by using a structure called FP-Tree. In FP-Tree each node represents an item and its current count, and a 

branch represents a different association associated with it. 

This is based on two step approach: 

1- Build a data structure called the FP-Tree. 

2- From GP-Tree extracts frequent item sets directly. 

For example, consider a table having genres of different movies. 

 

Table -2 Example of genre set of different movies. 

Action, Drama, Romance 

Action, Comedy, Drama, Horror 

Adventure, Drama 

Adventure, Comedy, Drama 

Adventure, Comedy 

Action, Adventure, Drama 

Adventure, Drama, Horror 

Adventure, Comedy, Horror, Thriller 

Comedy, Drama, Romance 

Action, Adventure, Drama 

FP-Tree for this table is as follows: 

 

 
Figure 2. FP_Growth Algorithm Block Diagram 

 

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

This epidemic study on MovieLens dataset is used to predict the set of genres which user like to see. The dataset 

having 100,000 rating on 1682 movies is analyzed for the recommendation system. 

Apriori and FP_Growth algorithms are used for analyzing purpose. Different parameters are used for filtering the 

result set. We have used minimum support and confidence for apriori and minimum threshold for FP_Growth. The 

value of minimum support is 50% and that of confidence is 60%. For FP_Growth we have taken minimum threshold 

as 450. It is observed that mostly users prefer to see the following genres: Drama, Thriller, Comedy and Action.  

The result are as follows: 

['Drama','Thriller','Comedy','Action'] 

['Drama','Thriller','Comedy']  

['Drama','Comedy','Romance']  

['Drama','Comedy','Action']  

['Drama','Thriller','Action']  

['Drama','Romance']  

['Drama','Action']  

['Drama','Comedy']  

['Drama','Thriller','Romance']   

['Thriller','Romance']   

['Drama','Thriller']   
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['Comedy','Action','Romance']  

['Thriller','Comedy','Action']  

['Action','Romance']  

['Thriller','Comedy'] 

['Drama’,'Action','Romance']  

['Thriller','Comedy']  

['Comedy','Romance']  

['Drama','Comedy','Action']  

['Drama','Thriller','Action']   

['Comedy','Action']   

['Thriller','Action'] 

['Comedy','Action','Romance'] 

 

After building two models for prediction we found out the fp_growth predict the genre item-set more efficiently and 

in less time. 

Table -3 Time taken by Apriori and FP_Growth 

EXECUTION TIME  APRIORI FP_GROWTH 

 0.435 0.116 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 

Recommendation system help to overcome the challenge of information overloading over internet. It is used to 

predict user preferences for a particular product or a service based upon user’s feedback and profile. 

Recommendation systems are used to suggest relevant, accurate and transparent information.  

The purpose of this work is to analyze the performance of apriori and fp_growth for predicting the genre itemset 

user wishes to see. FP_Growth is an advancement of apriori algorithm. It generates results faster than that of apriori. 

Time is reduced because in case of apriori we need to scan whole dataset in each pass, whereas in case of fp_growth 

dataset is scanned in two passes only. In future, we will focus on further enhancing the performance of the proposed 

algorithm against more algorithms using larger datasets. The recommendation system proposed could be used for 

predicting movies, books, research paper to user. 
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